
 

 

Job Position: Head Age Group Site Coaches (Part time 15-20 hrs a week, extra hours included with 

scheduled swim meets, dive practices, clinics and private lessons.) 

Locations: Shelby Twp, Troy, Novi, and Bloomfield Twp.  

Reports to: Regional Head Swim Coach of Life Time Michigan Swim Team  

Summary:  Coaches must have a strong knowledge of Technique and a love of working with kids.  We 

are still in a developing stage with young swimmers but have produced some of the fastest kids in the 

state including state and zone champions.  We take pride in our attention to detail and technique.  We 

need someone who wants to take ownership of a young team with lots of potential.  Enthusiastic, high 

energy and committed coaches with a desire in taking a team to the next level that challenges and also 

balances out fun are the type of candidates we are looking for.  

Our Mission is to provide an Entertaining, Educational, Friendly & Inviting, Functional & Innovative 

experience of uncompromising quality that meets the health and fitness needs of the entire family. 

Coaches should have availability to work 3 hours an evening Monday-Friday, (Some clubs include 

Saturday Practices). 

Coaches are required to communicate at least once a week via email to parents.  Create Seasonal 

workout plans, approve entries for swimmers before meet deadlines, and reach out to swim team 

feeder programs to recruit swimmers.  Coaches should be actively correcting strokes and walking up and 

down the pool deck.  We are not looking for coaches who want to stand at one end of the pool to 

instruct.   

Qualifications:  CPR, Life Guarding, and First aid.  Swim Coaches Safety Training and Swim Coach Level 1 

Certification which can be done through the Michigan Swimming website.  Must pass all background 

checks.  Background experience in USA club, High School, College swimming or coaching experience 

preferred.   

Pay:  $16/Hr (subject to change depending on experience) 

 

Applicants should send a cover letter, resume and references to the Regional Head Swim Coach: Ronson 

Webster:  Rwebster@LT.LIFE  
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